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Abstract 
AI systems are increasingly being fielded to support diagnoses and healthcare 
advice for patients. One promise of AI application is that they might serve as the first point 
of contact for patients, replacing routine tasks, and allowing health care professionals to 
focus on more challenging and critical aspects of healthcare. For AI systems to succeed, 
they must be designed based on a good understanding of how physicians explain diagnoses 
to patients, and how prospective patients understand and trust the systems providing the 
diagnosis, as well as the explanations they expect. In this thesis, I examine this problem 
across three studies. In the first study, I interviewed physicians to explore their explanation 
strategies in re-diagnosis scenarios. I identified five broad categories of explanation 
strategies and I developed a generic diagnostic timeline of explanations from the 
interviews. For the second study, I tested an AI diagnosis scenario and found that 
explanation helps improve patient satisfaction measures for re-diagnosis. Finally, in a third 
study I implemented different forms of explanation in a similar diagnosis scenario and 
found that visual and example-based explanation integrated with rationales had a 
significantly better impact on patient satisfaction and trust than no explanations, or with 
text-based rationales alone. Based on these studies and the review of the literature, I 
provide some design recommendations for the explanations offered for AI systems in the 
healthcare domain.
1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement  
Artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to be deployed in the healthcare industry to a 
significant level and the market value of AI in this industry is predicted to reach $6.6 billion 
by 20211. As the first point of contact for patients, AI systems might produce diagnoses 
and predictions about patient’s health as well as can perform routine tasks and provide non-
emergency medical advice. Based on the gathered data and information fed to their 
algorithms, they might generate a diagnosis and explain it to patients through text or voice-
based interfaces very fast and accurately. Google's DeepMind trained a neural network to 
accurately detect over 50 types of eye diseases by analyzing 3D scans and then 
recommended the treatment for patients2. Many promising healthcare chatbots have been 
launched in the past few years that may efficiently play the role of personal health 
assistant3.  
There are two major components of medical diagnosis: 1) diagnosis prediction and 
2) communication, and these two have been studied in the relevant research areas for AI as 
well as physicians as shown in Table 1.  Diagnosis not only depends upon the prediction 
accuracy, but it also involves communication with patients.  Physicians make their 
predictions considering clinical uncertainties and trade-offs regarding the possible 
                                                 
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/01/15/how-ai-is-revolutionizing-health-
care/#b31fd2c403c3 
2 https://www.theverge.com/2018/8/13/17670156/deepmind-ai-eye-disease-doctor-moorfields 
3 https://medicalfuturist.com/top-12-health-chatbots 
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outcomes of their decisions. Communication has been an integral part of diagnosis since a 
“patient-centered” approach is crucial for high-quality care by physicians. Clear 
communication helps to elicit patient perspectives, allows physicians to understand them 
within their psychosocial or cultural contexts, and reach an understanding of their problems 
so that physicians may use patients’ knowledge and experience to guide the interaction and 
the treatment.  
Table 1: Major components of medical diagnosis 
 Though diagnosis prediction and communication are two major components of 
medical decision-making, they are often investigated separately in the context of diagnostic 
AI systems. AI researchers are building algorithms that can produce very accurate 
predictions for diagnosis but most of the time they do not emphasize on the communication 
through which the AI needs to engage with the patients. Explainable AI (XAI) can link 
these two aspects of medical diagnosis. It does not involve improving the performance of 
AI systems, rather it focuses on communicating the diagnosis predictions to the patients 
effectively. In many cases, AI gives a diagnosis that turns out to be wrong and it needs to 
re-diagnose the patient. But this does not mean that the diagnostic AI system is making a 
mistake, probably it is making the best decision at that point with the information it has. 
The AI system and its performance accuracy could be improved to some extent, but it still 
 
Diagnosis Prediction Communication 
Physicians’ Diagnosis Differential Diagnosis Patient-centered Communication 
AI Diagnosis Prediction Algorithm XAI  
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might have to make those assumptions because the decision might be optimal even when 
it is wrong. For these situations, AI needs to explain why it is making its decisions using 
effective communication strategies. Like the patient-centered communication approach 
taken by physicians, AI needs to communicate its decisions responding to patients’ wants, 
needs, and preferences to develop a shared understanding of the problems and the goals of 
treatment. To address this problem, I have come up with ways to understand how to build 
a better XAI system that links both prediction and communication for medical diagnosis. 
1.2 Summary 
Next, in Chapter 2, I will present the literature review where I examine how human 
and AI approach the diagnostic process, from both prediction and communication 
perspectives. Some of the human diagnosis literature is about decision biases, decision 
errors, and communication styles.  I have looked at the AI systems of diagnosis, and almost 
all of them are focused on the prediction accuracy of diagnosis, not the communication 
aspects. I have also examined the XAI literature. In the medical diagnosis area, XAI has 
been doing things such a setting up chatbots for AI systems and verbalizing rule sets. It has 
mostly focused on ways of communicating about how deep knowledge networks work. In 
the broader XAI area, the focus has been on linking algorithms for decision and for 
communicating information. That shows there are gaps between the two components of 
diagnostics. The strategies and advice for patient-centered communication are neither 
going into the AI systems nor into the XAI research. There have been some developments 
within the XAI area recently, but they are very nascent (Lauritsen et al., 2019; Panigutti et 
al., 2020; Tjoa and Guan, 2019) and not informed by the study of medical experts or of 
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how physicians actually generate diagnoses. Most of the AI developers are focused on 
building the algorithms but they do not know how to make the communication better and 
help people understand the diagnosis predictions.  
I address these issues in this thesis. My research aimed to investigate how medical 
diagnosis works for physicians and for AI, and the question of how to design XAI systems 
that will link prediction and communication with patients together. In Chapter 3, I present 
the results of an interview study with seven physicians to explore their explanation 
strategies for communicating the diagnoses and treatments to their patients. I also 
developed a generic diagnosis timeline of explanations from the interviews. Next in 
Chapter 4, I present the results of an initial experiment using a diagnosis scenario that 
showed that explanations are effective for patients’ satisfaction, trust, and perception of 
accuracy. In Chapter 5, I present another experiment where I implemented different forms 
of explanation in a similar diagnosis scenario. Text-based rationales (the "why" of the 
diagnosis) integrated with either visual explanation or example-based explanation had a 
significantly positive impact on patient satisfaction and trust compared to no explanations, 
or to rationales alone. Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss the results of the experiments and 
make some design recommendations for the explanations offered by XAI systems in the 
healthcare domain. 
5 
2 Review of Literature 
In this chapter, I review relevant literature on diagnosis predictions and 
communication by physicians and by AI diagnostic systems. This involves three main areas 
of investigation: decision making and communication by physicians, AI systems for 
medical diagnosis, and XAI systems for medical diagnosis. To understand how AI systems 
may explain diagnoses, we first need to understand the typical approaches physicians take 
or are taught to take.  I will first provide a basic overview of research on medical diagnosis 
decision making. 
2.1 Medical Diagnosis Decision Making in Diagnosticians 
Clinical reasoning refers to a set of cognitive processes applied for medical problem 
evaluation and management (Barrows and Tamblyn, 1980). It is based on logic, 
probability, and value theory (Ledley and Lusted, 1959). The concept of probability 
emerges in medical diagnosis since the diagnostic process often ends up giving a “most 
likely” diagnosis. Clinical decisions are made under conditions of uncertainty (Weinstein 
and Fineberg, 1980). This uncertainty arises from gaps and errors in clinical data, the 
ambiguity of clinical data, variations in interpretations, uncertainty about the relationship 
between different types clinical information, and uncertainties about the patient's present 
condition. Sometimes there are several cognitive biases associated with the decision 
making, which can lead to inaccurate assessment of probabilities (Round, 2001). Besides 
the biases, there are several influential approaches to understand the overall problem-
solving process of diagnosis reasoning that I will discuss in a later section.  
6 
2.1.1 Medical Decision Biases 
Decision-making processes vary and are often confounded by various assumptions 
and biases that lead judgments and decisions to violate commonly accepted normative 
principles. Several biases play a vital role in medical diagnosis such as representativeness, 
availability, and anchoring biases (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972). Representative bias 
overestimates or underestimates the similarity between medical conditions and gives undue 
weight to a relatively smaller or bigger sample. It sometimes manifests a greater effect on 
judgments than knowledge of the probabilities. It is important to be aware of base rates of 
occurrence of a particular condition to avoid this bias (Klein, 2005). A study found that 
due to representativeness heuristics triage decisions in emergency rooms (ER)  to identify 
severely injured patients are affected and modifying physicians’ heuristics might reduce 
predictable under-triage and improve outcomes after trauma (Kulkarni et al., 2019). 
Availability bias refers to putting too much weight to easily available information 
or recently encountered events. Normally it leads to the correct diagnosis since the 
conditions come in mind easily project more likely to be true. But it is misleading when 
less likely conditions occur. In a study where physicians are asked to judge the probability 
of bacteremia in patients, the assumed probability was significantly higher for the 
physicians who recently had encountered with patients suffering from bacteremia (Poses 
and Anthony, 1991).  To avoid this bias, physicians should always consider all the diverse 
factors that may influence the diagnosis. Another one is confirmatory bias, which refers to 
the tendency of looking for and remembering all the pieces of information that might fit 
with the expected condition. Contradictory information is often ignored or overlooked due 
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to this. If the physicians are always prepared to think that there is an alternative hypothesis 
and the current hypothesis may potentially be dismissed at any time, that is the way this 
bias can be avoided. Anchoring bias occurs when the initial probability is set to be 
considered too extreme to be adjusted later with subsequent information (Hogarth, 1980).  
A major source of error in a dynamic environment such as medical diagnosis is the 
failure to revise a situation assessment when new evidence, or comes in whether that new 
evidence is confirming or disconfirming (De Keyser and Woods, 1990). Inappropriate 
diagnosis might persist even in the face of the new cues. This is called “Fixation Error”, 
which often happens because of failure to consider alternatives. Initial diagnostic 
assessment tends to be accurate as it seems consistent with the partial information available 
at that time. But if physicians do not revise their assessment in response to new evidence, 
the erroneous diagnosis is preserved, and a wrong treatment is engaged 
Illusory correlation and overconfidence about judgments can also cause errors in 
medical decision making. Physicians sometimes perceive two events as causally related, 
while it might only be a coincidence or even non-existent (J. G. Klein, 2005). Physicians 
overestimate their skill in many cases even if they know most of the medical decisions 
involve some level of uncertainty. Positive information is also emphasized more than 
negative information sine physicians actively search for data to support their current 
hypothesis, not to rule out them (Elstein et al., 1978). It is suggested that this positive bias 
occurs due to the intention of reducing costly errors (Friedrich, 1993).  
All these decision biases mentioned above are an important part of diagnosis 
predictions. Many of these biases are demonstrated in contrived settings so that it could be 
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proved that they existed. But, in many cases they are reasonable for decision-making in the 
real world. These biases may influence the predictions of physicians about diagnosis, but 
most of the time the predictions are rational based on the evidences they have at that 
moment.  
2.1.2 Problem Solving Principles in Diagnostic Reasoning 
Medical problems can be characterized as ill-structured, in the sense that the initial 
states, the definite goal state, and the necessary constraints are unknown at the beginning 
of the problem-solving process (Simon, 1973). There are heuristics that physicians use for 
diagnosis predictions, and a lot of research has documented approaches, rules of thumbs, 
strategies including hypothesis generation, pattern recognition, differential diagnosis, 
Occam's razor, Hickam’s dictum, evidence-based medicine, Bayes’ theorem for avoiding 
diagnostic errors. The typical best practice is to follow a “Differential Diagnosis” approach. 
William Osler is credited with introducing the “discipline of differential diagnosis” 
(Maude, 2014). According do this approach, physicians should consider different possible 
causes of a particular symptom for systematically solving a clinical problem. 
But initially, problem-solving for diagnostic reasoning was viewed as a process of 
testing hypotheses. Generating few hypotheses early in the diagnostic process and using 
them to guide the collection of data used to lead the solution to diagnostic problems 
(Barrows et al., 1982; Kassirer and Gorry, 1978). However, research shows that expert 
physicians develop hypotheses much faster than novice physicians and the quality of their 
hypotheses are also higher than the novices(Elstein and Schwarz, 2002).  
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Pattern recognition in medical conditions, specific instances, general prototypes 
have also been noted in the problem-solving strategies involved with medical decision-
making. Physicians categorize a new case by considering its resemblance to the memories 
of instances previously seen. This model is supported by the fact that clinical diagnosis is 
strongly affected by context (Brooks et al., 1991). The prototype model emphasizes that 
physicians construct a mental model for abstract sets of semantic relations between clinical 
features and diagnostic categories (Lemieux and Bordage, 1992). Pattern recognition in 
medical diagnosis is also related with Recognition-primed decision (RPD) model (Klein, 
1999) that emphasizes on the expertise of physicians often have the intuitive ability to 
realize the characteristics of the case do not fit any familiar category and pose a novel 
challenge. 
“Occam's razor” is a problem-solving principle which suggests that “Entities should 
not be multiplied without necessity”. It means physicians should try to fit all of the patient’s 
symptoms and clinical findings into one diagnosis (Miller, 1998). But this might result in 
garden path errors in diagnostic reasoning. A physician’s diagnostic knowledge may be 
grouped into several sets in memory with competing alternatives (Johnson et al., 1981). 
Following this method might make him overlook other cues when a medical condition is 
suggested by one specific cue by activating only that specific part of the available 
knowledge(Johnson et al., 1988). Fixation error also may occur due to this problem-solving 
principle.  
Since physicians do not always adhere to the principle of Occam's razor, there is a 
counterargument referred to “Hickam’s dictum”; a concept elaborated by an apocryphal 
10 
physician John Hickam4- "A man can have as many diseases as he damn well pleases."  
This explains that a patient may have multiple symptoms not just because of one medical 
condition, it may happen due to different conditions too. But following this method may 
cost a lot of effort, time and money for tests and examinations which might even be 
irrelevant (Jao, 2011)  
Some of the research suggest Bayes’ theorem as a theoretical approach to clinical 
reasoning as it provides a normative approach to the sequential processing of information 
implemented on medical decision making for updating hypotheses when new information 
is received (Round, 2001). The pretest probability is based on the general likelihood of the 
condition or physician’s experience-based impression of the probability. Evidence-based 
medicine (EBM) seeks to establish a set of best practices for physicians by identifying the 
treatment of interest and researching the effectiveness of the treatment (Gray and 
Chambers, 1997).  But there are also cognitive challenges involved in using EBM for 
diagnosis (Klein et al., 2016). Physicians trained in methods of EBM are more likely to use 
Bayes’ theorem for diagnosis than untrained ones (Shaughnessy, 2007). However, it has 
been acknowledged that most of the physicians do not apply Bayesian strategies in daily 
practice, informal methods of opinions are still more applied in the complex real-time 
environments (Hammond et al., 1967; Wolf et al., 1985).   
There has been a great deal of research into understanding diagnostic reasoning 
approaches. However, models of human diagnostic reasoning have generally been based 
on laboratory studies. Although, these studies have been influential in developing 
                                                 
4 https://radiopaedia.org/articles/hickams-dictum 
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theoretical models of reasoning, they have not been adequately tested in ecologically valid 
contexts (Patel et al., 1994). In real world, physicians mostly rely on differential diagnosis 
method when it comes to diagnosis prediction. In contrast to the variety of research 
strategies for helping physicians make better diagnosis, the approach of AI-based diagnosis 
has been more focused on the actual data. It does not need to come up with strategies to 
prevent AI from having base-rate neglect or other biases. AI diagnostic systems operate 
based on their algorithms and make straight-forward decisions from the data they have.   
2.2 Patient-centered Communication 
Communication is crucial in all steps of the healthcare process and it is especially 
important for both physicians and patients during diagnosis. Though medical educators and 
researchers have stressed the importance of communicating with patients and their families 
for a long time (Frank et al., 1996; Lansky, 1998; Lipkin et al., 1995; M. A. Stewart, 1995), 
The term “patient-centered communication” has emerged in more recent writing from the 
Institute of Medicine in 2001 (Medicine, 2001)  defining patient-centered communication 
as “a partnership among practitioners, patients, and their families ensures that decisions 
respect patients’ wants, needs, and preferences, and that patients have the education and 
support they need to make decisions and participate in their own care, as well as 
participate in quality improvement efforts”. Although the definitions of patient-centered 
communication may vary (Epstein et al., 2005; Mead and Bower, 2000), the core concepts 
of patient-centered communication include “(1) eliciting and understanding patient 
perspectives (e.g., concerns, ideas, expectations, needs, feelings, and functioning), (2) 
understanding the patient within his or her unique psychosocial and cultural contexts, and 
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(3) reaching a shared understanding of patient problems and the treatments that are 
concordant with patient values” (Epstein and Street, 2007). Physicians’ explanations to the 
patients is a crucial part of the communication (Riccardi and Kurtz, 1983) and physicians 
who exhibit patient-centered communication behaviors gain a higher level of trust among 
patients (Fiscella et al., 2004).  
Studies demonstrate that patient-centered communication is associated with 
improved healthcare outcomes, particularly in patients with chronic diseases (Naughton, 
2018) and patients who feel understood by their physicians may be less anxious, have 
greater confidence in their physician’s abilities (Greenfield et al., 1985; Ong et al., 1995; 
Safran et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 2013).  Several studies show that patient satisfaction is 
strongly associated with the communication behaviors that occur during the physician-
patient interaction (Bertakis, 1977; Bredart et al., 2005; Buller and Buller, 1987; Korsch et 
al., 1968; Tallman et al., 2007; Wanzer et al., 2004). Apart from verbal communication, 
nonverbal communication behaviors such as eye contact, listening attentively also plays an 
important role in increasing patient satisfaction (Roter et al., 2006).  
Patient-centered communication requires physicians to have the communication 
skills to elicit patients' preferences, to recognize and respond to their needs and their 
emotional concerns, to understand their personality, and to develop a shared understanding 
of their problem. As much as any technical skill, communication is a sophisticated 
procedure and it is required for the improvement of patient satisfaction.  
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2.3 AI Diagnostic Systems 
AI-based medical decision support system assists medical decision making in 
multiple ways by dealing with patient data, providing aid to interpret diseases or to make 
decisions about clinical findings. They can predict patients’ health and medical conditions 
based on their data and they can also make diagnoses based on the information they have.  
 Ever since the possibility of using machines for diagnosis appeared (Ledley and 
Lusted, 1959), prototypes of such systems started showing accuracy in many cases (Knill-
Jones et al., 1973; Kruger et al., 1974; Warner et al., 1964). Medical decision support 
systems operate generally in two ways: 1) determine correct diagnosis for a patient, 2) 
make decisions about treatment, tests, and therapies for a patient(Shortliffe, 1987). Some 
systems provide aid for only one of these two, some others assist physicians in both ways. 
Decision support systems from the 1970s provide a strong foundation of work on such kind 
of expert systems (De Dombal et al., 1972; Pryor et al., 1975; Shortliffe, 1974).  
A wide variety of techniques have been used in the design and implementation of 
medical decision support systems. Previously, machine-driven predictions used to depend 
on algorithms designed to extract specific features provided by expert medical 
professionals. Now, deep learning algorithms of AI allow for machines to receive data and 
self-develop complex functions to provide predictions about medical conditions (Fogel and 
Kvedar, 2018). Many researchers have been applying artificial intelligence for medical 
decision making. One of the advantages of using AI-based systems is the reliability and 
accuracy of them can be readily evaluated and gradually improved (London, 2019). 
Advanced forms of machine learning developed in the late 1990s which made 
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computational devices more accurate and robust. Thus, the clinical application of AI has 
been most rapid in image-intensive fields such as radiology, radiotherapy, pathology, 
dermatology, ophthalmology and image-guided surgery (Codella et al., 2018; Dominic et 
al., 2019; Esteva et al., 2017; Jha and Topol, 2016; Kaddioui et al., 2020; Kundu et al., 
2017; Naylor, 2018; Piccini et al., 2020; Ting et al., 2019). Most of these AI systems have 
high accuracy in prediction and can make very fast diagnoses that make them capable of 
making the whole healthcare system faster than before. They also may ease pressure on 
physicians’ workload so that they can focus on more challenging and critical aspects of 
healthcare.  
Overall, AI systems are increasingly being deployed for diverse fields of medical 
diagnosis and they can perform with expert-level accuracy for predicting the diagnoses of 
patients.  They have the potential to eventually speed up the diagnosis procedure and 
deliver cost-effective care at a large scale.  
2.4 Self-diagnosis Systems 
Many self-diagnosis AI systems exist and are being used or deployed for use by 
various companies. Patients can directly use them for non-emergency medical advice or 
related healthcare queries. Almost all of these systems are dialogue-based and are focused 
on the prediction accuracy of diagnosis base on the information they gather from the users. 
There are two basic categories of self-diagnosis AI systems: 1) Symptom checker and 2) 
Diagnosis chatbots 
15 
2.4.1 Symptom Checkers 
Internet is increasingly being used for self-diagnosis as patients research their 
health concerns. Self-diagnosis usually starts with search engines like Google, Bing, or 
Yahoo (Fox and Duggan, 2013). But the search engines often provide unsupported 
confusing information or sometimes do no ask patients with serious symptoms to seek 
emergency care. Symptom checkers refer to more sophisticated programs based on 
computer algorithms that follow a systematic procedure to provide a potential diagnosis by 
asking a series of questions to understand the patient's condition. They require the users to 
input details about symptoms themselves and follow an algorithm to reach a decision based 
on the symptoms. The algorithms vary and may use branch logic, Bayesian inference, or 
other methods. Some symptom checkers only provide diagnostic advice, some offer triage 
advice and some of them can even identify the urgent condition and ask the users to seek 
emergency care (Saczynski et al., 2008). Symptom checkers may help patients save time, 
decrease anxiety, early recognition of a condition, and let them take control of their health. 
But there are some key concerns regarding the symptom checkers though. If they 
misdiagnose a patient and do not advise emergency care for critical patients, following 
their advice may prove fatal for those patients. There is an opposite scenario too. Asking 
every patient to seek care may cause the patients with minor conditions to visit hospitals, 
which will result in increasing the inappropriate burden on healthcare professionals. Most 
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of the symptom checkers can be accessed by websites such as WebMD5, Family Doctor6, 
Mayo Clinic7, Symcat8, Symptify9 , and some of them also available as smartphone 
applications. These self-diagnosis applications provide a list of diagnoses, usually rank-
ordered by most likelihood. Some of the apps have features to follow up on patients and 
ask them about their condition after certain intervals. A study using 45 standardized patient 
vignettes to evaluate the accuracy of 23 symptom checkers used in different regions of the 
world exhibited that correct diagnosis was listed first in 34% of evaluations (Semigran et 
al., 2015). The correct diagnosis was listed first in 51% of evaluations in the first three 
diagnoses and it was 58% within the first 20 differential diagnoses. The correct diagnosis 
was listed first for one of the most popular symptom checker WebMD 36% of the time and 
it increased to 62% within the first 20 diagnoses. Another study showed that the clinical 
diagnosis was matched with the first diagnosis on the lists of WebMD only 16% of the 
time for ENT symptoms(Farmer et al., 2011). Another study found mixed results. While 4 
out of 21 patients with inflammatory arthritis were given the first diagnosis of 
inflammatory arthritis conditions such as psoriatic arthritis or rheumatoid arthritis, these 
diagnoses were listed in the first 5 diagnoses for 15 patients out of 21(Powley et al., 2016). 
In a study to determine if symptom checkers give sufficient information for users to seek 
                                                 
5 http://symptoms.webmd.com 
6 http://familydoctor.org/familydoctor/en/health-tools/search-by-symptom.html 
7 https://www.mayoclinic.org/symptom-checker/select-symptom/itt-20009075 
8 http://www.symcat.com 
9 https://symptify.com/ 
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urgent care, it was found that 33% of them contained no critical symptom indicator (North 
et al., 2012).  
Evidence suggests that the predictions of symptom checkers are inconsistent and 
not very accurate always and they do not focus on the communication aspects of diagnosis 
at all. 
2.4.2 Medical Diagnosis Conversational Agents/Chatbots  
Conversational agents or chatbots interact with patients through natural language 
and they can make diagnosis predictions based on patient information in the chat interface 
by asking relevant questions about symptoms and patient history.  
 The Healthcare sector is being challenged by increasing demand for healthcare 
services and an inadequate number of health professionals. Conversational agents can help 
to overcome this challenge by minimizing the need for human professionals to deal with 
the patients. In 1966 Joseph Weinbaum created the program ELIZA at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) which was the first-ever chatbot, which was built to simulate 
a psychiatrist (Khan and Das, 2017). In the present day, conversational agents like Siri 
(Apple), Alexa (Amazon), Google assistant are ubiquitous. Alexa has skill sets to ask 
symptom questions about medical conditions from different sources including WebMD, 
Mayo Clinic. Recently the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) has announced a 
partnership10 with Alexa to offer health advice from the NHS website11. There are also 
                                                 
10 https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/10/20688654/amazon-alexa-health-advice-uk-nhs 
 
11 https://www.nhs.uk/  
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specialized healthcare applications- Ada12, Your.MD13, Babylon14, which is only dedicated 
to healthcare services. Babylon has become the front-runner among those since it has been 
integrated with the UK’s NHS. In a study, it was found that Babylon can identify the 
condition modeled by a clinical vignette with accuracy comparable to human doctors and 
gives safer advice than that of human physicians (Razzaki et al., 2018).  
 It was found in a study that conversational agents are inconsistent in medical 
diagnosis when they are asked simple questions about mental health, interpersonal 
violence, and physical health (Miner et al., 2016). They recognized and responded to some 
health concerns appropriately, but they responded incompletely or ineffectively to others.  
Healthcare chatbots make natural language communication with the users or 
patients for predicting diagnoses based on their history and symptoms. AI researchers are 
building algorithms that make accurate diagnosis predictions, but they do not focus on 
patient-centered communication that plays an important role in improving patient 
satisfaction. 
2.5 Trust in AI-based Diagnosis 
Users of AI diagnostic systems are basically of two types: 1) Healthcare 
professionals and 2) Patients or potential patients. The utilization of these systems depends 
                                                 
12 https://ada.com/ 
13 https://www.your.md 
14 https://www.babylonhealth.com/ 
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on the trust and satisfaction of both types of users. Patient satisfaction and trust in these 
systems depend not only on the prediction accuracy but also on the communication aspects 
of these systems. How these systems communicate the diagnosis and relevant information 
to the patients is crucial for patient satisfaction and trust.  
Understanding how users construct trust in medical decision support systems 
provides an insight into how these systems would be used, misused, or abused by 
physicians, healthcare providers, or patients (Parasuraman and Riley, 1997). Trust-building 
is a dynamic process, involving movement from initial trust-building to continuous trust 
(Wang and Siau, 2018). Despite the innovations in the field of AI-based medical decision 
systems, many healthcare professionals have been skeptical about the effectiveness of these 
systems (Friedman and Gustafson, 1977; Glantz, 1978). System developers concentrate on 
creating AI systems that can reach good and accurate decisions but that is only one part of 
the formula for system success. There are also logistical, mechanical, and psychological 
aspects of system implementation(Musen et al., 2014). Applications that are used to assist 
medical decision making are more acceptable to physicians than the ones used for 
automation of activities traditionally performed by physicians (Teach and Shortliffe, 1981). 
It indicates a distinction between assistance and replacement regarding the system use. 
Though it is suggested by researchers that AI-enabled healthcare systems would allow 
physicians to focus on their human abilities-building relationships, developing strategies 
to empathize and serving as a trusted advisor(Fogel and Kvedar, 2018).   
Apart from physicians, it is very important to know how much patients would like 
to rely on these systems. According to the technology acceptance model (TAM), the 
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behavioral intention of using these systems will be influenced by perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease-of-use of patients and potential healthcare consumers (Davis, 1989; Davis 
et al., 1989). If users do not find it useful or easy to use, they might not have a positive 
attitude or intention to accept AI systems for diagnosis purposes. Promberger and Baron 
(2006) found that people are more likely to follow the recommendation of a physician than 
the recommendation of a computer. Participants of this study were given no information 
about the performance of either the physician or the computer. They assumed that the 
computer’s performance was inferior to the physician’s performance. The trust model of 
patients for AI in the healthcare domain depends on the accuracy of diagnosis, verification 
of that diagnosis, and doctors’ involvement with the systems (Yanco et al., 2016). In a 
recent study, it was found that patients trusted human providers than AI providers and 
preferred having a human provider perform the service even if that meant there would be a 
greater risk of an inaccurate diagnosis or a surgical complication (Longoni et al., 2019). This 
study also suggested that if patients feel that the AI systems are providing them 
personalized care, it helps curb the resistance to AI-based diagnosis. When AI diagnostic 
systems were described as capable of tailoring care to each patient’s unique characteristics 
participants were as likely to follow the recommendation of AI as that of a human provider. 
A survey of UK HealthWatch in 2018 was that two-thirds of people “would rather be 
treated by a human doctor who is more likely to make a mistake but offers compassion 
than by a robot doctor that rarely makes a mistake but lacks compassion 15.  
                                                 
15 
https://www.healthwatch.co.uk/sites/healthwatch.co.uk/files/20180928%20Polling%20details_NHS70_0.pdf 
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In a study with three conversational assistants (Alexa, Siri, and Google Assistant) 
for user-initiated medical queries, it was found that there is some chance that in a use case 
they may act on the medical information provided by the conversation assistants (Bickmore 
et al., 2018). In another study, it was found that trust in conversational assistants not only 
depends on the performance of the application but also some other factors like privacy risks 
and effort expectations (Laumer et al., 2019). Nadarzynski et al. (2019) found in their study 
that there is a lack of familiarity and understanding of healthcare chatbots among people 
and people feel hesitant to use AI in healthcare due to their accuracy and security concerns. 
However, most participants were willing to use chatbots for minor health concerns and 
they were perceived as a convenient medical helpline that could facilitate the seeking of 
health information online. The lack of empathy in AI systems may also compromise patient 
or user engagement with them(Morris et al., 2018). Rather people have shown more 
willingness to use AI systems for general health information over specialist advice. 
Though patient trust in AI-based systems in the healthcare domain has not been 
explored much until now, it is evident from the past research that patients may trust an AI-
based system for assisting physicians or healthcare queries. There is still a greater need to 
improve patient trust for diagnosis or prediction of patient health. There is a lack of 
communication between AI diagnostic systems and the patients since these systems do not 
focus on a patient-centered communication approach. It is a barrier to improving patient 
satisfaction and trust in these systems as patient-centered communication improves patient 
satisfaction when they are treated by physicians.  
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2.6 Explainable Artificial Intelligence 
A key impediment to the use of AI-based systems is that they often lack 
transparency. The black-box nature of these systems allows powerful predictions, but it 
cannot be directly explained. Explainable AI (XAI) has the potential to make these back-
box systems more transparent and improve user trust and satisfaction for these systems.  
XAI aims to create a suite of techniques that produce more explainable models 
whilst maintaining high-performance levels (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). The importance of 
explanation in AI has been emphasized in literature over the past decades (Bellotti and 
Edwards, 2001; Dwork et al., 2012; Hoffman, Klein, et al., 2018; T. Miller, 2019; Otte, 
2013; Wachter et al., 2017). Justification is one of the most effective ways of explanation 
that brings about changes in user attitudes toward the system and improves acceptance of 
AI-based system advice (Ye and Johnson, 1995).  Enhancing the explanatory contents of 
AI systems can lead to easier use of such systems and ensure proper utilization of these 
systems for improving decision-making and problem-solving performance (Nakatsu, 
2004). Several researchers have proposed methods on how to make explanations, or 
taxonomies of explanation, or descriptions of properties of explanation (Byrne, 1991; 
Felten, 2017; A. Kass and Leake, 1987; Kulesza et al., 2015; Swartout and Moore, 1993; 
Wallis and Shortliffe, 1981).   
2.6.1 Explanation in Healthcare AI 
While the value of AI-based medical diagnosis systems is recognized mostly, there 
are impediments in the acceptance of such systems due to their “black box” nature. XAI 
has the potential to link the two important aspects of medical diagnosis: prediction and 
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communication. Good explanations from AI systems can help communicate the diagnosis 
predictions and relevant information with the right level of uncertainty leading to improved 
patient satisfaction and trust. 
 Underlying principles of the diagnostic systems may be understandable, but they 
lack an explicit declarative knowledge representation. In the context of AI systems, 
“understanding” refers to “functional understanding” of the system, not any low-level 
algorithmic understanding (Lipton, 2016). Even if a system is accurate in diagnosis, the 
neural network in the system may be biased stemming from the over or underrepresentation 
of classes of individuals. A model that is trained to predict the probability of death from 
pneumonia ranked asthma patients as having a lower probability than the general 
population (Caruana et al., 2015). It is because asthma patients receive aggressive medical 
care admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU). Without it, they would have a higher 
probability of death from pneumonia which would invalidate the model. Less accurate but 
transparent models with explanation might help to reflect patients’ medical needs in such 
cases. Often the best-performing methods are the least transparent, and the ones providing 
a clear explanation are less accurate (Bologna and Hayashi, 2017).  
As explanations would help to facilitate transparency as well as trust in AI-based 
medical decision systems(Holzinger et al., 2017), systems are being developed for the 
medical domain with more interpretability(Che et al., 2016; Nemati et al., 2018; Zhang et 
al., 2017). These systems provide visual and semantic explanations for physicians or other 
healthcare professionals.  
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Overall, XAI is mostly verbalizing rule sets for AI diagnostics and focusing on 
ways of communicating deep knowledge networks. It has been linking algorithms for 
decision and communicating information, but it is not linking the prediction and 
communication aspects. XAI research for medical diagnosis is not informed by how 
physicians take a patient-centered approach for communicating the diagnoses.   
2.7 Summary and Conclusion of the Literature Review 
While AI diagnostic systems may have sophisticated algorithms for predicting 
accurate diagnosis, they are not focusing on the communication aspects at all. There are 
gaps between the two important components of diagnostics: prediction and communication 
as the prediction accuracy of these systems are being investigated completely separately 
from communication. The strategies and advice for patient-centered communication are 
neither going into the AI systems nor in the XAI research. Most of the AI developers are 
building the algorithms but they do not know how to make the communication better and 
help people understand the diagnostic predictions. The key to the success of AI-based 
medical diagnostic systems is not only their accuracy and efficiency but also patient 
satisfaction, trust, and their perception of the accuracy of these systems. The current 
healthcare infrastructure is extremely burdened with a huge number of patients. Proper 
utilization of AI in diagnosis could reduce this burden immensely. But if patients do not 
trust these systems, they will not be willing to use them. There has been detailed research 
on patient-centered communication approach by physicians and how they communicate 
and explain their diagnosis to their patients, but none of them have gone into AI diagnostic 
systems. These systems have decision-making algorithms and not very effective 
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communication strategies (e.g. chatbots) but they are not focusing on effective 
communication strategies based on how physicians do it. In my thesis research, I take a 
first step in addressing this problem based on how physicians communicate their decisions 
to the patients. I investigate how medical diagnosis works for both physicians and AI and 
how to design XAI systems that will connect these two for both diagnosis predictions and 
communication with patients. 
In the next chapter, I report an interview study with physicians to explore how they 
communicate and explain diagnostic decisions to their patients and how the patients react 
to the communication. As I will show, the results support the creation of a generic timeline 
of explanation by physicians at different diagnosis points.  
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3 Study 1 
To develop appropriate diagnostic explanations for AI systems, it is important to 
consider the patient-centered communication issues and the strategies physicians use to 
explain their diagnosis to their patients. To address this, I report an interview study with 
physicians where I identified explanation strategies during diagnosis. Based on these 
interviews, I also developed a generic diagnosis timeline that identifies points at which I 
observed explanatory reasoning strategies. Altogether, this study suggests explanation 
strategies, approaches, and methods that might be used by medical diagnostic AI systems 
to improve user trust and satisfaction with these systems. 
3.1 Method 
3.1.1 Participants 
I conducted semi-structured interviews with 7 physicians. One of my interviewees 
was a practicing physician in Cameron, two were from Bangladesh and four were from the 
United States. The interviewees belong to different specialties since I did not choose any 
specific specialty physician to interview. Their experiences in diagnosis varied from two 
years to thirty-five years. The demographics of the physicians are described in Table 2. 
Participants were recruited through personal contacts. They gave oral consent before 
starting the interviews and agreed about the interviews being audio-recorded. It was 
mentioned that all answers and opinions were treated anonymously and strictly 
confidentially and that the recording of the interviews would be used only for study 
purposes.   
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Table 2: Demographics of physician participants 
 
3.1.2 Procedure 
I conducted the interviews based on Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) 
techniques (Militello and Hutton, 1998) either via phone/internet video or in-person and 
lasted for 45-70 minutes. I followed a simple incident-based approach (Crandall et al., 
2006) for these interviews. After initial background questions, we focused on 1-2 cases per 
physician that involved re-diagnosis and had them discuss how they communicated this to 
the patients. The goal of these interviews was to understand the methods physicians used 
to communicate with patients to explain their decisions, changes in diagnosis, and their 
reasoning strategies.  
Physicians were asked if they went through the re-diagnosis scenario while 
diagnosing their patients and how they communicated this to the patients. They were then 
Country Specialty Experience 
Cameroon  General Physician 1 year  
Bangladesh  Cardiologist 2 years 
Bangladesh  General Physician 3 years 
United States  Pediatrician 19 years 
United States  Family Medicine  35 years 
United States  Sports Medicine  12 years 
United States  Family Medicine  3 years 
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asked to describe one specific case where they did re-diagnose their patients and how they 
explained it to the patients. The goal of the interviews was to understand how physicians 
explain their decisions and probabilities of different conditions to the patients. The 
interviewees were also asked how the patients responded to the explanations and how the 
physicians would deal with the situation where the patients were not happy with the 
explanations. The transcription of the interviews was carried out immediately afterward to 
ensure that the explanation patterns were recorded.   
3.2 Qualitative Analysis Method 
The qualitative analysis of the interviews was completed in three steps of coding: 
1) Initial coding to identify explanation statements, 2) Card sorting by five groups of 
students, and 3) Hierarchical clustering analysis. 
3.2.1 Initial Coding 
To help develop a more detailed understanding of explanation and formalize what 
were the criteria of explanation, we identified 4 main purposes of these explanation 
statements. These included: 
1) What helped the patient/patient’s family to understand the diagnosis and 
re-diagnosis 
2) What the physicians did to gain patients’ trust 
3) What factors physicians considered before talking to the patient party 
4) What the ways were to satisfy patient with the diagnosis/treatment 
protocol/procedure 
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It helped us more clearly define our criteria for identifying explanations. Once these 
criteria for coding explanation were developed, two independent raters examined each 
statement of the transcripts and coded two of the interviews identifying statements that 
were explanations and achieved inter-rater reliability of κ= .9 and .8816. Given the high 
agreement, a single rater coded the remaining interviews. I obtained 52 cases of explanation 
and mapped them into 24 categories of highly similar statements. The explanation elements 
are shown in Table 3.  
Table 3: Explanation statements from Physicians' Interviews 
No. Explanation Elements 
E1 Based on the patient’s intellectual level 
E2 Show empathy 
E3 X-ray reports 
E4 Metaphors 
E5 Emotional condition 
E6 Generalized information 
E7 Walkthrough scenario 
E8 Thorough history 
E9 Relationship between current and pre-existing condition 
E10 Counterfactuals 
E11 Best interest of patient 
E12 Analogies 
                                                 
16 For this, we did not assess the reliability of the criteria for what constituted explanations. 
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E13 EMR 
E14 Socio-economic or cultural status 
E15 Provisional diagnosis but open for possibilities 
E16 Keep patient in loop 
E17 Not giving overwhelming information 
E18 Not jumping off to conclusion 
E19 Angiogram results 
E20 CT scan reports 
E21 Endoscopy report 
E22 Initially not too negative information 
E23 Non-electronic records 
E24 Related examples 
Only seven of the twenty-four categories had more than two examples. Two of the 
seven categories had more than four examples.  
3.2.2 Card Sorting 
To identify common themes among the explanations, I conducted a card-sorting 
exercise with students enrolled in a graduate course at Michigan Technological University. 
Students in five groups sorted the cards into 4-6 self-identified groupings. 
3.2.3 Hierarchical Clustering 
To identify a common clustering of themes, I used a hierarchical clustering 
approach on the card sorting data. For each pair of explanations, I counted how many times 
they appeared in the same theme across groups, using this as a measure of similarity. I then 
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applied the agnes function in the cluster library (Maechler et al., 2013)of the R statistical 
computing language to compute a clustering hierarchy.  
3.3 Results and Discussion 
Five hierarchical themes emerged from the clustering analysis. The clustering 
analysis is shown in Figure 1.  I identified names for these main themes but include all 24 
base codes in Figure 1. The main themes include: 1) Prepare the patient for later 
possibilities; 2) Tailor information to the audience; 3) Using case information to make a 
logical argument, 4) Using visualizations and testing results to support the diagnosis; and 
5) Communication to build emotional connection and rapport. 
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Figure 1: Hierarchical clustering for physician explanation strategies 
3.3.1 Prepare patient for later possibilities  
Initially, many physicians provided a provisional diagnosis based on the symptoms 
and history. This not only included the most-likely condition but also often included other 
possibilities. Thus, this kind of explanation prepares the patient to accept and understand 
possible future re-diagnoses. The physicians explain to the patients that there might be 
other possibilities, but at that moment they are thinking the provisional diagnosis is the 
most-likely condition: 
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“I told the patient that there is a possibility that there could be other things going 
on or overlapping with the primary diagnosis and so in a few weeks if you don’t feel you 
are making progress, I want to see you back, re-examine you, take your history again. I 
kind of prepare the patient ahead of time that we might need to re-visit the diagnosis before 
actually doing it.”  
The statements reveal that physicians communicated their provisional diagnosis 
with their patients by not only giving information about the provisional diagnosis but also 
conveying that there were possibilities of other conditions that might need to be explored 
in the future.  
3.3.2 Tailoring Information to the Audience 
Physicians reported that they often tailored their explanation to the individual, 
considering things as socio-economic or cultural status, the intellectual level of their 
patients, and their current emotional state. Thus, explanations were contextual and highly 
dependent on the patient and their ability to understand the information. 
Interviewees reported customizing their explanations based on intellectual levels of 
the patients: 
“A lot of times based on the intellectual levels of patients I change my explanation. 
For average persons, the big thing is they need to find you relatable. They do not want to 
talk too above their level.” 
The socio-economic or cultural status of the patients was also an important basis of 
what explanations physicians give to the patients and their families: 
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“You need to always understand where they are coming from. You definitely 
change explanation depending upon their socio-economic status.” 
3.3.3 Using Case Information 
Physicians often build their explanations based on the available information about 
the cases. They walk patients through the case scenario and make them understand how 
they are making diagnosis decisions.  They often try to generalize the information at the 
beginning and go into greater detail later when they think it is reasonable:  
 “Usually I keep it general. Unless during the examination I feel like there is a 
relatively high chance there is another thing going on.” 
Interviewees also stated that when they have to re-diagnose their patients, they 
explain this to the patient and their family by walking them through the entire scenario: 
“I told the mother your child came in with these symptoms. Now you look at him 
and think he is getting better. But you need to know he is not better and look at the reports.” 
Interviewees also mentioned explaining the medical conditions and the re-diagnosis 
based on the relationship between pre-existing and current conditions of the patients, since 
pre-existing conditions can either mask or be the true cause of the current condition. In 
both cases, often the provisional diagnosis did not improve the patient's condition, so 
physicians needed to clarify the reasoning behind re-diagnosis by explaining the 
relationship between pre-existing and current conditions: 
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 “I told the daughter of the patient her mother might not have a severe cardiac 
attack. Whatever she had gone through because of the dialysis that her body was not 
supporting.” 
3.3.4 Emotional Connection and Rapport 
Physicians consider the emotional aspects of communication to the patient and their 
families. These were not always about providing explanations or information but involved 
empathic strategies to ensure their patient knew the physician listened and cared: 
“In a situation like that the person has to really believe that you believe them, you 
care for them. You have to honestly feel that way. They can sense that. I try to have empathy 
for the person.” 
Physicians suggested that patients might initially be anxious and not in a condition 
to understand the reasoning and explanation, and their explanations at this point differ from 
later explanations. How they explain things initially is usually different from how they do 
it later when the patient is stable: 
“It was a calmer environment than the first night and now we could have a calmer 
conversation. And I can explain to her what was going on my mind.”  
 Also, several physicians suggested at the beginning of the consultation, they do not 
want the patients to think about negative possibilities too much: 
“I don’t want to put on their mind something very negative. I say if it does not work, 
we will rule out other problems but I am not going to give up on you.” 
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3.3.5 Test Results and Logical Construct to Support Diagnosis 
The interviewees stated that they often use various tools to support the facts or the 
data of the diagnosis. Tools physicians use can be divided into two categories: 1) Reports 
and Medical Records, and 2) Logical Constructs. The interviewees mentioned about using 
X-ray, CT scan, endoscopy, angiogram reports as visual aids for the patients and their 
families: 
“The patient’s family was brought to the monitoring room. We showed the video 
and recordings of the angiogram and explained to them what the patient’s problem was.”   
The interviewees also mentioned using the electronic and non-electronic medical 
records to explain patients’ condition to them and their families: 
“I always pull out the EMR and show them what I am thinking and what are the 
results.” 
Physicians often use logical constructs as tools for explaining their decisions and 
the diagnosis to the patients. They use related examples, analogies, or metaphors so that 
the patients or their families can understand the situation better: 
“I said that the cells in your body are like the police. The police in his body 
increased, you have more policemen, more defense in his body but we could not really tell 
what they were defending against. But this test tells us exactly what those cells were 
defending against.” 
Interviewees also stated that they use counterfactuals when they have to deal with 
re-diagnosis and communicate that with the patients: 
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“I would tell my patient why I overlooked some symptoms and why it went wrong. 
I would be telling him why I went for IBS, not for Celiac disease.” 
3.4 Generic Timeline for Explanation 
To help identify the typical points at which explanations emerge during diagnosis, 
I developed a generic timeline of explanation in re-diagnosis scenarios. This is presented 
in Figure 2. based on the interviews. The timeline shows where the explanations fit in each 
phase of diagnosis and communicating with the patients. The explanations in the figure are 
color coded according to the five themes emerged from the interviews. 
During the initial phase of diagnosis, physicians tended convey the most-likely 
diagnosis to their patients, mention other possibilities, attempt to give general information, 
gain emotional rapport, and avoid discussion of negative possibilities. 
When the physicians ordered tests to confirm a provisional diagnosis, they often 
assured patients that it would be in patients’ best interest. During the follow-up phase, 
physicians typically used these testing results to explain the condition to the patient.  
During the follow-up phase with the reports, physicians often use x-ray, endoscopy, 
angiogram, CT scan reports as visual aid to explain the condition to the patients. Using 
electronic or non-electronic medical records are also another tool used by physicians in this 
phase. They also think about patients’ intellectual level while they are building these 
explanations for them.  
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Figure 2: Generic timeline for explanation in re-diagnosis scenario 
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When the diagnosis did not work and the physicians needed to change the 
diagnosis, they often focused on patients’ emotional, cultural, or socio-economic status 
since often the reaction of the patients depends on these factors. They reported trying to be 
compassionate and empathetic to their patients and use counterfactuals to make the patients 
understand what would have happened had they taken another course of action. This phase 
may continue until the conditions of the patient improved, or the physician decided to 
reassess the symptoms from ground zero.  
3.5 Summary 
The explanation strategies and methods I identified in this interview study show 
that building good explanations requires the physicians to know the emotional condition 
and level of understanding of the patients. Expert physicians often apply these approaches, 
but current AI approaches ignore these communication aspects. They may need to focus 
on these for improving patient satisfaction and trust. The study I present in the next chapter 
will evaluate the effectiveness of explanations for AI diagnostic systems in a diagnosis 
scenario.  
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4 Study 2 
XAI has the potential to link diagnosis predictions and communication for AI 
diagnosis systems through appropriate explanations. I hypothesize that explanations will 
induce greater satisfaction, trust, understanding, and perceptions of accuracy. To 
investigate this, I will test a diagnosis scenario in this chapter. In this scenario, a simulated 
AI system gives a most likely but incorrect diagnosis, but later it changes the diagnosis to 
the correct disease.  In comparison to a no-explanation condition, justifications that 
visualized disease likelihoods improve overall satisfaction and trust, both before and after 
re-diagnosis. In contrast, pre-test global explanations using example diagnoses do not show 
the same benefits.  Results suggest that explanations can be effective at improving patient 
understanding of diagnoses, but not all explanations are equal. 
4.1 Method 
4.1.1 Participants 
Eighty undergraduate students at Michigan Technological University took part in 
the study in exchange for partial course credit. 
4.1.2  Procedure 
I created a diagnosis scenario in which a simulated AI system gives a most likely 
but incorrect diagnosis, but later changes the diagnosis to the correct disease.  I created a 
simulated AI system called MediBot.ai. The scenario was based on gastrointestinal 
disorders. The participants played the role of patients in the scenario, instructed to say they 
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were suffering from abdominal pain, cramps, diarrhea, fatigue, and joint pain. MediBot 
concluded that the patient was suffering from Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). It advised 
patients to follow a specific diet chart and come back for follow up next week. 
In the scenario, the patient felt better after one week, but the condition started 
getting worse after that. When the patient did not feel good even after three consecutive 
weeks, MediBot realized that the patient might not be suffering from the “most likely” 
medical condition IBS that it had diagnosed. MediBot changed its diagnosis and looked 
out for the less likely conditions. It asked the patient to go through a few pathological tests, 
and it turned out that the patient was suffering from Celiac disease which occurs due to 
gluten allergy. Participants had to communicate with MediBot through six simulated weeks 
but the study took around 20 minutes to complete. To maintain certain intervals between 
the simulated weeks, they were given crosswords to solve during the intervals. After they 
solved one crossword, they were asked to start following up with MediBot and play their 
role as patients again.  
Participants were divided into three groups. The control group received no 
explanation of why MediBot was making any decision in any week. Another group 
received a pre-diagnosis global explanation about how MediBot does diagnosis in general. 
It included two examples: 1) A success case of first diagnosis 2) A failure case for the first 
diagnosis, but eventually successful second diagnosis.  Another group received local 
explanations about each decision and prediction of MediBot. Local explanations explained 
why the MediBot made a particular decision for a particular case. For this group, MediBot 
showed a probability chart of the likely conditions of the patient in each week that is shown 
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in Figure 3. This a visual explanation for the experimental group. Although we call this 
visualization, we were basically representing probability or likelihood of different 
outcomes but doing it visually. It also had descriptive text explanation about why it was 
making a particular decision to help patients see the relationship between the symptoms 
and its decision. For the first week, IBS seemed to be the “most likely” condition for the 
patient; Celiac, Crohn’s, bowel infection, and arthritis were less likely conditions. As the 
patient’s condition did not improve over time, the probability of IBS went down and the 
probability of Celiac increased as the patient suffered from joint pain, as shown in Figure 
3.  
 
Figure 3: Week 5 Probability Chart Explanation from MediBot 
Table 4 lists the entire scenario for a patient across six weeks of diagnosis. After 
each simulated week, participants were asked about their satisfaction, trust, perception of 
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accuracy, sufficiency, usefulness, and completeness for the explanations received from 
MediBot. These are some of the key attributes of explanations identified in the literature 
and are referred to as “Explanation Satisfaction Scale” attributes (Hoffman, Mueller, et al., 
2018). Participants also rated their agreement about the following 4 statements on a 5-point 
Likert scale after completing their role as patients and finishing the study.  The statements 
were:  
i) I do not understand what MediBot is doing 
ii) I think MediBot is behaving erratically 
iii) I understand MediBot is following a systematic elimination method 
iv) I understand why MediBot changed its mind between week 4 and week 5 
Participants answered a question each simulated week as part of the knowledge test. 
It was asked to understand if they were paying attention to the scenario of the experiment. 
The questions were based on the medical condition and treatment advice given in that 
specific week; one question was asked in each week at the end of the treatment advice.  
Table 4: Decisions by MediBot for six weeks 
Week 
No. 
Decision of MediBot 
1 The patient consults with MediBot for diarrhea, abdominal pain, cramps, 
fatigue, and joint pain. MediBot suspects it is IBS, it advises to follow a strict 
diet chart and come back next week.  
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2 Patient feels better after following the diet chart, MediBot advises to continue 
the diet chart and come back next week. 
3 Patient again starts feeling worse suffering from diarrhea, bloating, fatigue, 
and joint pain. MediBot thinks that the IBS diet chart takes some time to 
adjust with the body and joint pain might occur due to arthritis. It advises to 
continue the diet chart and come back next week. 
4 Patient’s condition is not improving. MediBot changes its mind and the 
recurrence of the symptoms lead it to consider that patient might be suffering 
from some other condition. It asks patient to go through some tests and come 
back with the report next week.  
5 Patient comes back with the report and it is found that patient is suffering 
from Celiac disease, which occurs due to gluten allergy. Celiac has similar 
symptoms like IBS but shows some additional symptoms like joint pain and 
fatigue. MediBot asks the patient to consult a nutritionist to follow a gluten-
free diet and come back for a follow up next week.  
6 Patient feels great due to following a gluten-free diet.  
4.2 Results 
Both the control and the global explanation groups expressed less satisfaction, trust, 
perception of accuracy, sufficiency, usefulness, and completeness than the local 
explanation group, as shown in Figure 4.  It was more evident in the week-3 when the 
patient condition wass getting worse but MediBot was still considering the possibility of 
IBS more than other conditions. But all three groups showed almost the same perception 
of how accurate the system was at that time. The control group and global explanation 
groups did not differ from. All the satisfaction scores dropped at the end of the diagnosis 
in the last week, which means week 6. A two-sample Welch t-test for comparing local 
explanations with the control group and local with a global explanation group confirmed 
that satisfaction, sufficiency, completeness, and usefulness are significantly better for the 
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local explanation than the control group at week 3 (p < .05). Completeness judgments were 
also significantly higher for local explanation than the control group at week 4 and 5 (p < 
0.05). According to the t-test, the local explanation also led to greater satisfaction, 
sufficiency, completeness, and usefulness than a global explanation at week 3 (p < .05). 
Though the mean scores for trust and accuracy were lower for the control and global 
explanation group at week 3, they were not statistically significantly different (p > .05). 
However, perceived accuracy was significantly higher for the local explanation in Week 
1,2,4 and 5 than the control group. It was significantly better for the local explanation in 
Week 1 and 4 than the global explanation group. In Weeks 1,4 and 5, trust was also rated 
higher for the local explanation group than the control group.  
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Figure 4: Results for explanation satisfaction scales 
The results of the ratings of participants for the four statements at the end of the 
study are shown in Figure 5. I examined the results with one-way ANOVA. All the 
statements were significantly different (p <0.05) for the three groups except “I think 
MediBot is behaving erratically” (F (2,77) = 2.3,  p = 0.11).   
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Figure 5: Results from the statement ratings 
Post-hoc Tukey test on the three groups analyzed pairwise differences for each 
statement and the results are presented in Table 5. The global explanation was rated as 
significantly better than the local explanation for the statements: 1) I do not understand 
what MediBot is doing and 2) I understand MediBot is following a systematic elimination 
method. Thus, even if the pre-diagnosis global explanation was not helping much for 
improving satisfaction, it provided an overall understanding of the general method of 
diagnosis by the AI system. But it did not help much in the critical situation where the AI 
realized what was wrong and changed its diagnosis. The global explanation was better than 
the control group in this situation but local explanations were the most helpful at this point.  
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Table 5: Post-hoc Analysis for statement ratings 
 Control- Local Ex Control-Global Ex Local-Global 
I do not understand 
what MediBot is 
doing 
p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 
 
I think MediBot is 
behaving erratically 
p = 0.09 
 
p = 0.74 
 
p = 0.55 
 
I understand MediBot 
is following a 
systematic 
elimination method 
p < 0.05 
 
p < 0.05 
 
p < 0.05 
 
I understand why 
MediBot changed its 
mind between week 4 
and week 5 
p < 0.05 
 
p < 0.05 
 
 
p = 0.9 
 
  
4.3 Summary 
The study shows that local justifications for each diagnosis expressed as probability 
charts provide better understanding and satisfaction about the diagnosis for a particular 
case or a patient. Pre-diagnosis global explanation did not help to raise satisfaction 
measures, but it may help patients understand the general method for diagnosis as much as 
local justifications. In the next chapter, I present a third study using a similar diagnosis 
scenario to investigate whether different forms of explanation in an AI diagnostic system 
affect patient satisfaction, trust, and perception of accuracy differently. 
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5 Study 3 
Explanations in AI diagnostic systems may come in different forms such as text-
based rationales, visualizations, examples, or contrasts. The goal of this third study was to 
investigate whether different forms of explanation in an AI diagnostic system affect patient 
satisfaction, trust, and perception of accuracy. I implemented three forms of explanation: 
rationales, visuals + rationales, and examples + rationales in a diagnosis scenario similar 
to the one in Study 2. In this scenario, a simulated AI system gave a most likely but 
incorrect diagnosis, but later it changed the diagnosis to the correct disease. I hypothesize 
that text-based rationales integrated with visuals or examples will induce greater 
satisfaction, trust, perception of accuracy, completeness, sufficiency, and usefulness of the 
explanations than only text-based rationales and the control group. Results show that the 
overall satisfaction for visual + rationales, example +rationales groups are not different 
from each other but they both had a better effect than rationales only and the control group. 
In most cases, rationales were no better than the control group. 
5.1 Method 
5.1.1 Participants 
One hundred and thirteen undergraduate students at Michigan Technological 
University took part in the study in exchange for partial course credit.  
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5.1.2 Procedure 
The study was conducted online, and it took 15-20 minutes to complete. 
Participants gave their consent online before taking part in the study. They played the role 
of a patient suffering from a gastrointestinal disorder interacting with the simulated AI 
system “MediBot.AI”. I modified a few things in the diagnosis scenario used in Sudy 2.  
After interviewing physicians in Study 1, I found that IBS is considered a diagnosis of 
exclusion, and patients are often diagnosed with IBS by the process of ruling out some 
other medical condition. The scenario for Study 3 started with a patient suffering from 
abdominal pain, cramps, bloating, diarrhea, fatigue, and joint pain who has recently been 
exposed to a natural water source and had no family history of gastrointestinal diseases. 
MediBot predicted that the patient was suffering from Giardia and asked for tests for 
confirmation. But the test came negative, and then MediBot predicted that it might be IBS 
and asked to follow the IBS diet chart. The patient’s condition was inconsistent for a few 
weeks even after following the diet chart, then eventually MediBot figured out that the 
patient was actually suffering from Celiac disease and confirmed it from tests.  
Participants were divided into four groups and received different forms of 
explanation during the interaction with the AI for diagnosis: 
1)One group received only rationales as explanation 
2)One group received visual + rationales explanation 
3)One group received example-based +rationales explanation 
4)Control group received no explanation. 
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Rationales are the narrative justifications of how MediBot made decisions. Visual 
explanations include figures of likelihood of each suspected disease based on features 
MediBot used to make decisions as shown in  Figure 6. These visualizations were akin to 
the LIME algorithm(Ribeiro et al., 2016). The features were of patient’s symptoms and 
medical history. The rationales group all the justifications included in the visual 
explanation, only the figures were removed from the explanations.  
Example-based explanation included examples of similar cases diagnosed by 
MediBot in the past, as illustrated in Figure 7 . It had one exception, a contrast explanation 
in week-5 to explain why it did not consider Celiac disease the most-likely condition at the 
beginning of the consultation.   
 
Figure 6: Sample visual explanation 
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Participants interacted with MediBot for six simulated weeks and received an 
explanation about its prediction and diagnosis each week. After each simulated week, 
participants were asked to rate their satisfaction, trust, perception of accuracy, sufficiency, 
usefulness, and completeness for the explanations, each on a 7-point Likert scale: 
1) I am satisfied with the explanation of my diagnosis (satisfaction) 
2) The explanation of my diagnosis had sufficient detail (sufficiency) 
3) The explanation for my diagnosis was complete (completeness) 
4) The explanation for my diagnosis was useful (usefulness) 
5) The system let me know how accurate the diagnosis was (accuracy) 
6) The explanation let me judge whether I should trust the diagnosis or not (trust) 
Figure 7:Sample example-based explanation 
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The summary of the diagnosis scenario is presented in Table 6: 
 
Table 6 Diagnosis Scenario 
Week 
No. 
 Predictions and diagnoses 
1 Patient consulted with MediBot for diarrhea, abdominal pain, bloating, 
cramps, fatigue, and joint pain. MediBot suspected it’s Giardia and asked to 
do test for confirmation 
2 Giardia test was negative, MediBot changed the diagnosis, suspected IBS, 
asked to follow IBS diet chart and asked to come back after two weeks  
3 Patient started feeling better after following the diet chart, MediBot advised to 
continue the diet chart and come back next week. 
4 Patient’s condition became worse again with diarrhea, abdominal pain, 
bloating, fatigue and joint pain. MediBot suspected it was not IBS, the 
recurrence of the symptoms led it to consider that patient might be suffering 
from some other condition. It asked patient to cut down gluten from diet chart 
and come back next week.  
5 Gluten-free diet improved patient’s condition. MediBot suspected patient was 
suffering from Celiac disease and asked to do tests for confirmation.  
6 Tests confirm that patient had Celiac disease. MediBot advised the patient to 
consult a nutritionist to follow a gluten free diet.  
 
The entire scenario for the Control Group is described in Appendix A in detail, the 
scenario for the Rationales Group is described in Appendix B, and the scenario for the 
Visuals +Rationales Group and Visuals + Examples Group are described in Appendix C 
and Appendix D, respectively.  
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5.2 Results 
In order to simplify the results, I organized the ratings for all six weeks for all six 
attributes into three sets: Week 1 and 2 averaged into Set 1, Weeks 3 and 4 averaged into 
Set 2 and Weeks 5 and 6 averaged into Set 3. The mean rating for all six attributes 
(satisfaction, trust, perception of accuracy, sufficiency, usefulness, and completeness) over 
the Sets for the four Explanation Type Groups of explanations are shown in Figure 8. 
Overall, the control group was worse than any other group (rationales, rationales + visuals, 
rationales + examples) in week 1-2 (set 1) overall six dimensions.  During this time period, 
the AI system was ruling out one condition and predicting another (IBS). But when the 
system started predicting wrong and was not helping in the improvement of patient 
condition at week 3-4 (set 2), only rationales did not help either. For all these attributes, 
both control and rationale only explanations are worse than rationales + visuals and 
rationales + examples. But at the end when the system comes to a resolution about Celiac 
disease; all the explanation groups converge over satisfaction, sufficiency and usefulness. 
But control group was still worse than other groups for completeness, trust and perception 
of accuracy at week 5-6 (set 3).  
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Figure 8: Rating for explanation satisfaction scales 
I examined the rating for each dimension of explanation satisfaction scales with a 
Type-III factorial ANOVA using the R package car (J. Fox et al., 2012). The results are 
shown in  Table 7. There was a statistically significant difference in average satisfaction, 
sufficiency, completeness, usefulness, trust, and perception of accuracy of the system yield 
by time sets (week 1-2, week 3-4, week 5-6) and there was a significant time by condition 
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(types of explanation) interaction in each case. There was an only a statistically significant 
effect of Explanation Condition for completeness and accuracy.  
Table 7: Results from Type- III factorial ANOVA for explanation satisfaction scales 
 Time  Condition (Types 
of explanation)  
Time: Condition 
Satisfaction F (2,327) = 24.62 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 1.89 
p = 0.13 
 
 
F (6,327) = 3.52 
p < 0.05 
 
 
Sufficiency F (2,327) = 26.57 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 2.17 
p = 0.09 
 
 
F (6,327) = 4.25 
p < 0.05 
 
 
Completeness F (2,327) = 21.72 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 2.76 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (6,327) = 3.15 
p < 0.05 
 
 
Usefulness F (2,327) = 27.24 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 0.53 
p = 0.66 
 
 
F (6,327) = 2.55 
p < 0.05 
 
 
Accuracy F (2,327) = 21.7 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 6.31 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (6,327) = 3.8 
p < 0.05 
 
 
Trust F (2,327) = 17.61 
p < 0.05 
 
 
F (3,327) = 2.41 
p = 0.07 
 
 
F (6,327) = 2.03 
p = 0.06 
 
 
To understand the differences between the Explanation Conditions at each Set, I 
conducted Tukey post-hoc tests for each of the six scales using the R package agricolae 
(de Mendiburu and de Mendiburu, 2019). The results are shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Significant differences between conditions at each Set according to the Tukey 
test, any pairing not mentioned was not significantly different for that Set. 
 
For Set 1, there is no significant differences between any pair of explanation types 
over all six dimensions except accuracy. For Set 2, there are no significant differences 
between rationales + visuals and rationales + examples for satisfaction, sufficiency, 
completeness, trust, and accuracy. But they both are better than control and rationales for 
satisfaction, sufficiency, completeness, and accuracy. For Set 3, there are no differences 
between any of the explanation types. The explanations at the end, once the system 
determined the right diagnosis are almost irrelevant. Only during crisis weeks when the 
 Week 1-2 Week 3-4 Week 5-6 
Satisfaction None Visuals and 
examples were 
better than control 
and rationales 
None 
Sufficiency None Visuals and 
examples were 
better than control 
and rationales 
None 
Completeness None Visuals and 
examples were 
better than control 
and rationales 
None 
Usefulness None Visuals were better 
than Control 
None 
Accuracy Examples were 
better than control, 
no other groups 
differed 
Visuals and 
examples were 
better than control 
and rationales 
None 
Trust None Visuals and 
examples were 
better than Control 
None 
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system was getting it wrong, there were statistically significant differences between 
explanation conditions. Including visual explanations and examples to rationales generally 
improved the ratings of the explanations. It is almost the same pattern over all dimensions 
except usefulness. The exceptions are not strong enough to cover separately.   
Because of the high similarity between the results of six scales, I ran one additional 
test for the grand average of all the six attributes, overall satisfaction. For overall 
satisfaction, visuals and example-based explanations were rated as better than rationales 
alone and the no Explanation condition in Set 2 as shown in Figure 9. According to Type-
III factorial ANOVA, there was a statistically significant difference in overall satisfaction 
yield by time (F (2,327) = 28.75, p < 0.05), condition (F (3,327) = 2.75, p < 0.05) and there 
was also a statistically significant time by condition interaction (F (6,327) = 3.76, p < 0.05). 
According to the Tukey post-hoc test, there are no significant differences between any pair 
of explanation types for Set 1. For Set 2, there are no significant differences between 
rationales + visuals and rationales + examples but they both are better than control and 
rationales. For Set 3, there are no differences between any of the explanation types. The 
results show that at the beginning when the system started differential diagnosis and was 
one the way of ruling out Giardia before going for IBS, the types of explanation did not 
have much effect on overall satisfaction. But when the system was not performing well and 
predicting the wrong diagnosis, the differences between explanation types became evident. 
And again, at the end when the system resolved all the issues, the overall satisfaction almost 
converged for all four conditions. It did not matter whether they got any explanation or 
what type of explanations they got.  
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6 Summary 
The study shows that types of explanation matter only during crisis weeks. 
Explanations, especially richer explanations are needed when the system is predicting it 
wrong, adding visual and examples with rationales generally improve satisfaction at this 
point. Once the system came to a resolution or gets things right, the explanation almost did 
not matter anymore. In the next chapter, I provide some recommendations for designing 
better XAI systems.  
Figure 9: Mean rating for Overall Satisfaction. 
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7 General Discussion 
7.1 Summary 
I first conducted an interview study with physicians to learn how they communicate 
with their patients when they change their diagnosis. Five themes or broad categories of 
explanation strategies and purposes emerged: 1) explanations intended to prepare the 
patient for later possibilities; 2) ways to tailor information to the audience; 3) use of case 
information to make a logical argument, 4) use of test results and logical constructs to 
support the diagnosis; and 5) communication intended to build emotional connection and 
rapport. I presented these in a generic diagnosis timeline that identifies points at which 
explanatory reasoning strategies were observed. I ran a study based on a re-diagnosis 
scenario with a simulation of patient-AI interaction, with participants pyaling the role of 
the patients.. The goal was to understand whether the explanation had any effect on 
"patient" satisfaction at all in this situation. The result showed promise in that the control 
group (No Explanation Condition) gave a lower rating on all six dimensions- satisfaction, 
sufficiency, completeness, usefulness, accuracy, and trust. Local justifications for each 
diagnosis along with graphical information (probability of correct diagnosis) led to better 
understanding and satisfaction about the diagnosis.   
I then ran a small sample of participants in the same scenario with pre-diagnosis 
global explanation only (no explanation during the diagnosis). Pre-diagnosis global 
explanation did not help to improve satisfaction measures, although it might help patients 
understand the general method for diagnosis as much as local justifications.  
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The final study involved a visualized and example-based explanation for this study. 
Participants were divided into 4 groups and received different forms of explanation during 
the interaction with the AI for diagnosis: control, rationales, visual + rationales, example + 
rationales. Results show that the overall satisfaction for visual + rationales, example + 
rationales groups are not different from each other but they both had a greater effect than 
rationales only and the control group. In most cases, rationales were no better than the 
control group.  
7.2 Guidance for Designing Explanation for Medical AI 
Based on the results, I could derive some guidance for designing explanations for 
AI systems in the medical domain:  
1. Tailoring explanation to suit different patients or healthcare consumers 
2. Tailoring explanation for different points of diagnosis 
3. Testing the effectiveness of explanatory contents at crisis points of diagnosis 
4. Integrating rationales with either visualizations or examples for explanation 
7.2.1 Tailoring explanation to suit different patients 
If an AI system is designed for patient diagnosis and patients or their families are 
the primary user of that system, there is a need to tailor the explanations of that AI system 
to suit different patients. The need for a user model in the AI system has been discussed 
within explainable AI systems in general (Brézillon, 1994; Cawsey, 1993; R. Kass and 
Finin, 1988; Weiner, 1989). The user model ensures that the explanations generated from 
AI systems will users or modified to match users’ mental models. Some user models are 
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also about tracking the users over time(Kelly and Belkin, 2002). This has also been 
discussed in the healthcare domain but from a different perspective. Darlington (2011) 
advocated the need for explanation in the healthcare expert system considering the user 
requirements of different stakeholders of the healthcare domain such as- physicians, 
patients, administrators, medical researchers. Personalization of explanation in AI systems 
has been discussed in XAI literature to draw attention to the lack of human aspects 
consideration in AI  systems (Miller, 2019). One explanation cannot satisfy every user and 
therefore, there is a need to personalize these explanations. And, AI can achieve this goal 
by having an interactive environment where it can receive information about different 
aspects of its users. Google’s people + AI Guidebook has described the best practices for 
designing human centered AI products and acknowledging the importance of interaction 
and explainability17.  There are also other AI systems that personalize explanation in 
interactive environment (Akula et al., 2019; Schneider and Handali, 2019; Sokol and Flach, 
2020), but the necessity of tailoring explanation to the need of different patients has not 
been discussed in the past literature. In my interview study, physicians often stated that 
they develop their explanation considering the patient’s emotional, cultural, or 
socioeconomic status, they also have to keep in mind the intellectual level of the patients. 
This indicates that the AI system for medical diagnostics also needs to tailor its explanation 
to suit different patients and their families. If it can recognize the emotional, cultural, or 
socio-economic status of the patients by interacting with its user, it may also recognize 
their need and adapt its explanations according to that.  
                                                 
17 https://pair.withgoogle.com/  
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7.2.2 Tailoring explanation for different points of diagnosis 
The explanation provided by AI systems might differ at different timepoints. For 
any complex task, the explanation might differ based on the parts of the task. But user 
models for explanation are mostly developed considering the persona-based generation of 
explanation over time. Brézillon (1994) discussed the importance of context for 
explanations but did not mention anything specific about task timepoint-dependent 
explanation. User models within intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) often use knowledge 
space theory (Doignon and Falmagne, 1985) to understand where the learners stand in 
terms of their knowledge or learning. ITSs can conduct knowledge assessment based on 
what students know and can teach them after inferring what they are prepared to learn 
(Burton and Brown, 1979; Clancey, 1984; Sleeman and Brown, 1982). ITS and similar 
user model-based systems focus on the knowledge of its users and generates explanations 
based on it but do not address the issue of timepoint-based explanations directly. I have 
found from my interview study that explanation differs due to the timeline of the diagnosis 
within the explanation schema for physicians. Physicians talked about how they change 
their explanations based on the timeframes of diagnosis. Explanations at the initial point of 
diagnosis are often related to explaining differential diagnosis- giving one diagnosis but 
preparing patients for later possibilities, giving generalized information, or providing triage 
rationales only. More technical or logical explanations are presented later, when patients 
are stabilized, or their families are calmer than the initial state. Physicians make a very 
specific diagnostic argument at this point, an explanation incorporating all the information 
about the patient- history, symptom, diagnosis, health improvement. This can happen either 
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when a patient’s condition is improving or is at a critical point where physicians need to 
convince the patient that they are doing what is in the patient’s best interest. The AI system 
also needs to tailor its explanation for a different point of diagnosis to communicate with 
the patients and their families. Figure 10 is the modified version of Figure 2 that highlights 
the different points of explanation for AI diagnosis. At the initial point of diagnosis, AI 
may provide explanations to prepare patients for later possibilities. It may not give too 
much negative information and it should try to focus on the generalized information about 
the patient’s condition. While presenting the results of diagnostic tests, the explanation 
may need to explain why the tests were given by describing the relationship between pre-
existing and current conditions. When there are follow up diagnostic reports, an 
explanation should use the reports (and perhaps also the patient's medical records) as a 
visual aid to explain the situation. Logical or technical arguments may start from these 
points to be more specific about the patient’s condition. 
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Figure 10: Different timepoints of explanation for AI 
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When the AI understands that it was diagnosing incorrectly and changes its 
diagnosis the crisis point starts. The AI would need to present a more logical argument at 
this point to convince the patient that it is going to do the right thing now, and why the 
previous diagnosis made sense at the time. Such an explanation may improve a patient’s 
trust and satisfaction if it employs visualization, examples, metaphors, analogy, 
counterfactuals at this point.  
As mentioned earlier, the AI also needs to focus on user models while providing all 
these technical or logical arguments. It may describe the entire scenario in brief to patients 
and walk them through it to explain what it did and why it did. The explanations at this 
point will be more detailed than explanations presented at previous stages and will need to 
be tailored to the need of different patients. The explanation at the time point when the 
patient is improving or at reaching the end of consultation will also be different from what 
it is at the initial stage of diagnosis.  
7.2.3  Testing the effectiveness of explanatory contents at crisis points 
Explanatory contents of AI systems are found effective when the systems can 
explain their reasoning and users can explain back corrections for the systems (Kulesza et 
al., 2015). It enables them to get the most benefit from systems by building useful mental 
models. Users demand more explanation from intelligent systems in critical situations (Lim 
and Dey, 2009) though it is very challenging to satisfy them in these situations. Users look 
for “what else” explanation hoping that the system will do some more to handle the critical 
situation.  
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In Study 3, I found that the types of explanation mattered the most at the crisis 
points of diagnosis. Explanations led to greater satisfaction and trust when the prediction 
of the AI system had been incorrect. There was not much difference between the four 
conditions (control, rationales, rationales + visuals, rationales + examples) at the beginning 
of the scenario. Differences emerged when the patient data showed that that AI diagnosis 
might have been wrong, and the treatment was not helping improve the patient’s condition. 
But when the AI system came to a resolution about an alternative diagnosis (Celiac 
disease), there was no big difference seen. This means that if someone wants to test the 
effectiveness of the explanatory contents of a diagnostic system, it should be tested at the 
crisis points of diagnosis rather than testing it at the end when the system comes to a 
resolution. It could be true for any other expert systems as well. Often user satisfaction and 
trust are measured at the end when user feedbacks are asked. This would not be effective 
unless user satisfaction is also measured at the crisis points when the system itself is not 
very effective. Overall, what type of explanation is beneficial should be determined by 
testing its effectiveness at the crisis points. According to the results of my study, that is 
how proper explanatory content is going to be found for XAI systems.  
Effectiveness of explanation is evident at the crisis points of diagnosis in my study 
and this could be also true for expert systems and XAI systems in general. Explanations 
would lead to better satisfaction especially when a system makes an error. From a 
psychology perspective, errors lead to beneficial learning if they are followed by corrective 
feedback (Metcalfe, 2017). Errors refine learners' mental models about intelligent systems 
and improve the usability of such systems, since errors highlight boundary conditions and 
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problem areas (Mueller and Klein, 2011). The way the effectiveness of explanations is 
measured in much of the recent research (Kulesza et al., 2015), it might not capture the 
critical points. The crisis point is critical in healthcare, it is the point when AI may lose 
contact with patients.  
System developers should concentrate on investing more effort into explanations 
in cases where the system goes wrong. This might be the most challenging thing for 
explanations to handle and might require core changes in XAI architecture. In the scenario 
of my study, if the system diagnoses the disease correctly, people tend to be satisfied 
whether they receive an explanation. But the satisfaction diminishes during the crisis or 
when the system is performing poorly. And those are not minimal consequences, because 
that is when the users stop using the system even if the system is doing the same thing a 
physician would do in any critical situation. If users are not getting a good explanation of 
why the system did what it did, they will stop using the system and go for physician 
resources for the same thing that AI diagnostic system did or would do. So, more focus 
should be invested in better explanations for times when things go wrong or AI systems 
may make errors. 
7.2.4 Integrating rationales with either visualizations or examples 
The contents of explanations can differ for justifications, rationales, and 
visualizations. Explanations like rationales from the 80s (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984; 
Clancey, 1983) did not help much alone in my experiment. The explanations were effective 
when these rationales were integrated with visual explanations or example-based 
explanations. Since I did not test visuals-only or examples-only conditions, it is unclear 
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whether these two separately will be better than rationales-only or not. But I have found 
examples of visual explanations integrated with rationales that were effective and improved 
satisfaction, trust, and perception of its accuracy. Figure 11 is one instance of a visual 
example combines with rationales, there could be other effective forms of visualization 
(Goyal et al., 2016; Rajani and Mooney, 2015; Ramanishka et al., 2017; Selvaraju et al., 
2016). Visual explanations have also been used in XAI literature with relevant sentences 
(Hendricks et al., 2016), but those are not necessarily rationales or justifications. In my 
study, the visual explanation is comprised of two parts: the left one is a graphical 
representation of patient history, symptoms, and their relative outcomes for three different 
diseases. The right one is a probability chart formed from the outcomes of the left figure. 
This visualization was more helpful than only rationales at the point when the AI system 
was performing worst and the patient condition was not improving after following its 
advice.   
 
Figure 11: Visual explanation with a graphical representation of relative outcomes 
Case-based reasoning or an example-based explanation has been utilized in some XAI 
systems (Doyle et al., 2003; Nugent et al., 2009), and it has also been used for medical 
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diagnostic systems (Cunningham et al., 2003). For integrating examples with rationales, I 
used similar example-based explanations where the system gives an example of a previous 
case similar to the current case (Figure 12). This helped in improving satisfaction, trust, 
and perception of its accuracy when integrated with rationales at crisis points of diagnosis.  
 
Figure 12: Example-based explanation 
I did not find any difference in ratings of satisfaction or trust between visual 
explanation and example-based explanation in my study. They had the same degree of 
effect on satisfaction dimensions and led to higher satisfaction than in the Control (No 
explanation) Condition and the Rationale Explanation Condition. And again, it is not clear 
how visual and example-based explanation will affect satisfaction when rationales are 
removed from the explanation.  
7.3 Transparency and the Right to Explanation 
One aspect of XAI systems within the context of healthcare is the transparency 
issues. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) contains a specific right to 
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explanation under Article 22 for individuals within the European Union (EU)18. However, 
the consequences of these regulations leave many questions unanswered. Ordish and Hall 
(2019) posed some questions about the uncertainties of how the right to explain 
requirements of GDPR will apply to AI within the context of healthcare:  
1) When is explanation required? Is explanation required before the data is processed 
and/or after processing? 
2) What is to be explained? Must data controllers explain the model and how it 
functions as a whole and/or must they provide an explanation of individual 
decisions post-processing? 
3) What kind of explanation is required? Might counterfactual explanations (that 
describe the nearest possible world where the result sought was obtained) suffice? 
I think this research may clarify and provide some reasonable answers to these 
questions. Often it is not exactly how it has been framed within the XAI community. But, 
if we look at how physicians explain things and the types of explanation are useful in our 
patient scenario, we can think about each of these questions with respect to the conclusions 
I have just made. For example, the first question was “when is explanation required?” and 
whether it should be before the data is handled or after processing. What we found is 
slightly different, it is not necessarily before or after, explanations are most useful in the 
moment of the crisis. At the beginning or after the AI systems make a resolution, 
explanation is almost irrelevant in our patient scenario.  
                                                 
18 https://gdpr-info.eu/art-22-gdpr/ 
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The second question is about “what is to be explained?” and whether the 
explanation should function as a whole, or it should be provided for individual decisions 
like local justifications. We have looked at both and we found advantages for both but a 
little differently. The local explanation helped assessment of trust in the moment and the 
global explanation helped assessment of understanding of the system as a whole 
afterwards.  
The last question was about “What kind of explanation are required?”. The 
requirements for types of explanation pose like simple dichotomies within the context of 
XAI but if we look at it within the context of human explanation, it is much richer, much 
more complex. In our interviews, physicians expressed that all kinds of explanation are 
important depending when, how, and what the goals of diagnosis and treatment are. A lot 
of them are useful as they have different purposes. But we found in the patient scenario 
that in the moments of crisis, people may prefer richer form of explanations than plain text-
based rationales within the context of AI systems.  
7.4 Conclusion 
 XAI systems for medical diagnostics need to consider the human aspects of the 
system and its explanation. Personalizing the explanations and tailoring them to user needs 
and expectations will help ensure the proper utilization of these systems. Otherwise, in 
cases where AI is capable enough to do the same thing the physicians do, patients will not 
be willing to use it rather they will prefer to go to the physicians. Crisis points are crucial 
in healthcare diagnosis. If AI is making an accurate diagnosis and patients get positive 
results by using it, an explanation is not a matter of concern at that time. But if AI makes 
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any error in crisis points but cannot generate satisfactory explanations about it, people will 
not think much before losing trust on it and stop using it for diagnosis. In my study, I found 
that visual or example-based explanations integrated with rationales help at this point. 
Design recommendations provided would help build better XAI systems for medical 
diagnosis. The future direction of this work could be to investigate if visual or example 
explanations are effective without adding rationales to them or what are the best ways to 
incorporate these explanations within an AI system that is already developed.  
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